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Minutes of the Corporation meeting held on 

Tuesday 26 March 2019    
Meeting commenced at 18:00         
Meeting closed at 20:20 
 

Name 
Attendance 

 
 

Apologies Time arrived  
(if different 
from above) 

Time left  
(if different 
from above) 

Business Members (2 Vacancies) 
Joanne Beaumont (Chair) √    
John Egan (Vice Chair)   √    

Phill Brown  √    

Nigel Hainsworth √    

Albert Podesta √    

James Parker √    

David Butcher √    

Sayyeda Khan  x   

Phillip Hunter  x   

Rachael Howarth  x   

Colin Forrest √    

Staff Members 
Shoeb Desai √   20:04 
Wendy Rowan √   20:04 

Student Members (1 Vacancy) 
Maisy Trutwein  x   
Amelia Kay √   20:00 
Principal 
Nav Chohan  √   20:04 
Observers 
Graham Curtis √   20:04 
Stavroula Bibila    √   20:04 
In Attendance 
Jeremy Stott - Clerk √    
Susanna Butler - Minutes Secretary √   20:04 
Julie Kitcheman – Vice Principal Curriculum √   20:04 
Ian Durham - Director of Physical Resources √   18:17 

 
The Chair welcomed Graham Curtis and Stavroula Bibila who are to be approved as new 
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governors at tonight’s meeting, as well as Amelia Kay as a new Student Governor. 
 
Introductions then took place around the table. 
 
01/19 Disclosure of Financial and/or personal interest 
18:03 

There was no disclosure of financial or personal interest. 
 

02/19 To agree the agenda and order of business as circulated  
18:02 

It was agreed to move item 10 on estates to item 4, and the Principal stated he had 
an additional paper to circulate at AOB. 

 
03/19 Search Committee: To consider any recommendations & proposals arising from 
18: 03  the meeting held on 19 March 2019 
 
 The Chair of the Search Committee asked members to note: 
 

●  Minute 05/19) recommendation on the appointment of new members. 
 

Graham Curtis and Stavroula Bibila were approved as new members on an 
initial term of office of 1 year. 

 
● Minute 06/19 on the Skills Audit Template and how the committee had taken a 

review of best practice looking across other colleges and agreed to add 
Safeguarding and Prevent to the list of skills and to categorise the skills under 
headings. This will be trialled for next time. 

 
  The minutes were received. 
 
04/19 Estates Options Paper 
19:07 

 The Principal presented the report highlighting the financing options and 
querying if we feel in a position to take out a loan.  Our cash is improving, but 
we require sufficient cash in the bank to maintain our good position. Loans are 
also becoming increasingly difficult with banks being very strict on who they 
loan to with strict due diligence in place.   
 
T Level funding gives us the option to increase our funds. Recommended is 
that we assign £130k from our reserves over the next two years to deliver a 
£260k T Level project.  
 
Appendix 4 sets out our prioritised objectives and growth options and members 
were asked for any comments on the way we have prioritised. Members felt 
the options sensible and that we should focus on the first three. As we are 
saying the future is uncertain, it was not suggested we do anything radically 
different at this stage.  A lot of thought has gone into considering whether we 
increase the space and number of classrooms, but this would be very 
expensive.  Also to consider is the position of Askham Bryan College.  They are 
leasing our building for another year, but we don’t know yet if they will stay on 
for a further 5 years. Whilst they are with us we have guaranteed income, but 
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if they decide to leave, that opens up other options to expand.  
 
The timescale for the T Level funding is mid-April, with the outcome due by 
July, which is too late for any works this summer. It is a £30 million pot with 
the minimum bid being £200k and we are going for £260k.  There will be 
another T Level bid for equipment which we would have to match. £500k is the 
largest grant you can receive.   
 
Members agreed it a helpful report and approved the proposals.  

 
05/19 To agree the minutes of the meeting held on 11 December 2018 
18:17 
  The minutes were approved as a true record. 
  
06/19 Matters arising 
18:18 

i) Minute 42/18ib - The Clerk confirmed Rachel Howarth as a Liaison Governor 
for Safeguarding and Prevent. 

 
07/19 To consider reports and proposals from committees: 
18:19 

a) Curriculum & Quality: To consider any recommendations & proposals arising from 
the meeting held on 5 March 2019, including approving the Safeguarding Policy 
& Procedure 

  
 The Chair of C&Q asked members to note: 
 

● Minute 08/19 on recommendation to the Corporation the Safeguarding Policy & 
Procedure 

 
The Safeguarding Policy & Procedure was approved 

 
● Minute 12/19 ii) on Delivery Agreements 

 
● Minute 05/19 ii) on the Staff Survey Outcome to highlight that 92% of staff 

would recommend Shipley College as a good place to work 
 

● Minute 09/19 on the Learner Induction Survey Report to highlight that we 
continue to rate very high 

 
There was a query at minute 11/19 on strategic curriculum planning and if the 
proposals would be taken to Corporation as well as C&Q as they are fundamental to 
the College. ACTION:  The updated strategic proposals to go to the next 
Corporation meeting.  
 

  The minutes were received. 
 

 b) Finance & Resources: To consider any recommendations & proposals arising  
  from the meeting held on 19 March 2019, including approving the Fee &                     

Remission Policy 
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The Chair of F&R asked members to note: 
 

● Minute 09/19 on recommendation to the Corporation the Fee & Remission 
Policy 2019/20.  To note at No. 5 is that the 10% contribution to be collected 
from employers has been changed to 5%. 

 
  With the above amendment, the Fee & Remission Policy was approved. 
 

The minutes were received. 
 
08/19 Student Council: To receive a copy of the minutes and consider any  
18:25  recommendations & proposals from the meetings held on 11 Dec 2018 and 5 

Feb 2019  
 

 The Student Governor asked members to note the discussions which included 
talks on keeping the cash machine (which is being maintained for now); the 
slow running of some PCs which has been resolved; queues at lunchtimes so 
another member of staff has been appointed; toilet issues and that a QR system 
has been installed to allow for easy reporting; discussions around food options; 
requests for a student social space; and the state of the toilets in Victoria Hall 
where a refurb is being planned.  
 
The minutes were received. 

 
09/19 To monitor 
18:31 

a) The Quality Improvement Plan 
 

The Vice Principal Curriculum explained how this Plan emerges from our annual 
Self-Assessment Report and is updated three times per year.  It is a working 
document which is self-explanatory.   

 
The majority of areas have shown improvement, though some areas cannot 
yet be measured at this point in the year.  All retention to date is achieved 
except for Level 2 Technical Diplomas for Play, Learning and Development 
where retention is 78% and with no data as yet for Pass rates. The Prince’s 
Trust is a challenging programme for disengaged young people, which has 
been running for 3 years and improved over time.  Managing behaviour can 
also be challenging with some students, but we have seen improvements. To 
note is that timely achievement for Land Based has improved significantly. For 
functional skills, L2 Maths, just 4 out of 12 passed in the first cohort.  We are 
therefore putting in extra time and support in this area.  For our Value Added 
score, we are 3rd out of 130 GFE colleges in the league tables.  Attendance 
overall is good, but we are aiming for 90% or more as expected by Ofsted.  
GCSE attendance is really good and part time attendance is very high.   

 
In summary, we feel very positive overall at how things are progressing. 
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b) The College Development Plan  
 

The Vice Principal Curriculum presented the wider Development Plan which 
looks at the operational and strategic elements of the College.  She then 
highlighted several areas as follows: 

 
The target for apprenticeships is 195, which we are less likely to hit and expect 
numbers to be in the region of 160-170. Our first candidates have successfully 
gone through the new End Point Assessment.  

 
We have maximised opportunities to deliver Customer Service as a ‘gateway’ 
to employer engagement and word of mouth is bringing in more customers, 
with some demands also for Level 3 being received.  

 
We are currently working on the annual review of our Matrix Accreditation; 
work experience is going well, and an increased Social Action Plan has been 
put in place to increase learner activity with First Give introduced to 
learners.  MYMUP has also been implemented to support the Mental Health 
Strategy and final learner feedback on its impact will be collected in May.  

 
We have reframed the graded lesson observation process, along with the 
Professional Practice team roles, and implemented the revised staff support 
structure.  Initial analysis of the process indicates the revised structure is 
having a positive impact on staff, though there is no final hard data as yet. We 
have been chosen to present the funded project we used to achieve this at a 
National event for Advanced Practitioners this week. 

 
10/19 To consider a report on College Policies & Procedures and who gives  
18:51          final approval 
 
 The Clerk explained that a review had been carried out using Eversheds 

guidance on an issue which came to light at C&Q on who gives final approval 
on policies.  He drew attention to the paper which maps out all the policies 
across College. Using Eversheds’ guidance, they have been categorised into 
groups of Essential and Strongly Recommended as to which policy should be 
approved by a Committee or by the Corporation.  

 
 A discussion followed and it was proposed that all the policies and procedures 

highlighted go to the recommended Committee to then feed back to 
Corporation to see how it works.  ACTION: The Clerk to build the relevant 
policies into the timetable of meetings. 

 
11/19 Chair’s Report 
19:09   

The Chair informed members that there has been an initial communication 
about a proposition to consider a Multi Academy Trust (MAT).  To note that 
these are just early discussions and we are awaiting a more formalised 
approach.    
 
The Chair also fed back on a recent event she had attended last Thursday and 
Friday which was an ETF Chairs’ Leadership Programme that has just been 
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launched, sponsored by the DfE.  There were 20 chairs in attendance with a 
broad range of experience. The programme covered many areas and the group 
felt it was excellent.  The aim of the programme is for Chairs to be able to 
connect and have some structured activities. There was plenty to reflect on 
and lots of resources. The next step is to meet with the Principal, Clerk and 
Vice Chair to see if we can bring some of the content to the next Corporation 
Training session. 
 

12/19 Principal’s Report 
19:18 
 i) Principal’s Update 
 

The Principal shared his report on cross college news and highlighted: 
 

● The Rock Challenge performance in Wakefield, which was recently repeated in 
Victoria Hall to enable staff and students to watch.  It was a moving play 
based on the Berlin Wall which won the performing arts students a total of 7 
awards.  
 

● Health & Social Care are hosting the World Skills heats again this July if 
anyone wants to come in and observe.  Dates will be circulated in due course.   
 

● Amongst others, Robbie Paul (retired professional rugby star for Bradford Bulls 
and private business owner of Xtra Mile Marketing) spoke to L3 Business & 
software development students about his career and transition to setting up 
his own marketing business.  
 

● Good luck to our Horticulture students who will be going for Gold at this year’s 
Harrogate Flower Show. 

 
ii) To receive a report on the West Yorkshire Combined Authority - 

Future-Ready Skills Commission 
 
The Principal explained that the WYCA are the legal body that absorb adult 
education funding and how he was invited to the Future-Ready Skills 
Commission as the only FE representative.  They have set out a call for 
evidence and we are looking to put in a submission as a collective of colleges. 
 
There are three themes: 
 
1. Technical education and training - to frame through the 15 technical 

pathways 
 
2. Careers information and inspiration 
 
3. Workforce skills 
  
Governors were urged to send any comments in response to the Commission’s 
call for evidence either directly, or to the Clerk so that if there is time, we can 
offer some collective feedback.  
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The report was received. 
 

iii) To monitor the Corporation’s Key Performance Indicators, including a 
key to the Red, Amber, Green ratings 
 
The Principal was pleased to be able to announce mainly green ratings 
throughout his report.  The only issue is in the number of 16-18 and 19+ 
apprentices not hitting our targets.  There are more job opportunities 
available, but we don’t have the right young people to fill them.  Overall, a  
positive picture. 

 
iv) Termly finance Report 

 
The income savings target is down to £22k for this academic year and next 
year’s target has also gone down, though 20/21 is looking more daunting. We 
have accounted for a possible reduction in students next September with the 
opening of New College Bradford, but it might not affect our numbers as much 
as we have predicted.  
 
Some large increases in pension contributions for employers are due, but we 
have assurances from a government scheme to cover the increases in the 
short term.  
 
The paper noted for AOB was then circulated showing a financial dashboard. FR 
refers to Finance Record. It shows cash reserves are going in the right 
direction and shows the financial health grades for other colleges.  In 17/18, 
10% of colleges were in the red. With pension increases, it is possible many 
other organisations could also slip into the red.  However, we feel comfortable 
for the next two years and expect a solid Good for our financial health.   

 
v) To receive the latest Gender Pay Gap Report 
 

We are required to produce this report once per year which is to be signed off 
by the Chair.  For 2018, our Mean Gender Pay Gap is 3.2% and the Median 
Gender Pay Gap is -3.9% so we are positive for female rates of pay. 
 
It was noted that there is no action plan and it was agreed to check if we need 
one. 
 
The report was received. 
 

13/19 Governance Matters 
19:44 
 i) To consider a review of the Corporation’s Standing Orders 
 

 The Clerk confirmed that there are no substantive changes from the last 
review which was in March 2018 and members agreed to endorse the 
Corporation’s Standing Orders.  
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 ii) To fill vacancies on Committees and a Liaison Member 
 

Audit has one vacancy which is not urgent to recruit to so it will come back to 
the July Corporation meeting.  Anyone interested can contact the Clerk.  
 
Search has one vacancy which Graham Curtis expressed an interest in and was 
appointed. 
 
C&Q is full, but new member Stavroula Bibila has expressed an interest so it 
was therefore agreed to increase the membership to 10 and she was appointed 
as a member. 
 
The SEND/Equality & Diversity Liaison Governor - Rachael Howarth is the first 
Liaison Governor but we are looking to appoint a second.  The role will involve 
two meetings per year.  Anyone interested to contact the Clerk. 
 
ACTION:  The Clerk to email out reminders of the vacancies for the benefit of 
those who are absent today. 

 
 iii) To receive an update on the Senior Staff Remuneration Code 
 

The Clerk reminded members that the two senior post holders in College are 
the Principal and the Clerk. The DfE have encouraged colleges to be more 
transparent about senior post holder pay to show they represent value for 
money. The proposals are that the Corporation consider adopting the Senior 
Post Holder Remuneration Code and that the Clerk prepare a checklist of what 
needs to be done to comply with the Remuneration Code for the July 
Corporation Meeting. 
 
The meeting adopted the Remuneration Code and agreed for the Clerk to 
produce a checklist to ensure compliance. 

 
iv) An update on recent Governance Information & Developments 
 
a) Guidance on the College Insolvency Regime 
 

 The Insolvency Regime came into effect at the end of January and is expected 
to only be used in exceptional circumstances.  As long as governors challenge, 
take advice and ensure assurance practices are in place, there should be no 
cause for concern.  Governors are accountable for the insolvency of the 
college, so managing financial health is part of compliance. As long as they act 
with reasonable skill and care, it is highly unlikely that they will be at risk of 
wrongful trading so it should not be a concern for the college.  A member 
commented that the risks are more around perceptions eg banks are now 
tightening up on loans.  However, we are not to be complacent.  A member 
stated that the assumption is governors make sure they are reasonably 
informed at all times. 
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b) Ofsted Consultation on the new Inspection Framework 
 

The Vice Principal Curriculum reported that this consultation asks if we agree 
with the new criteria and combining data sets and, if not, why not.  It is not 
something that can be shared with members as it is submitted through a 
portal.  For short inspections, the Lead would come the day before to plan the 
following day. A member highlighted that he had taken part in a rehearsal of 
the new model and it was queried if we have emergency planning in place for a 
visit.  It was confirmed that we do not expect a visit this year, or maybe for 
two years, but that we have lots of checklists in place.  

 
c) Love Our Colleges - Continuing the Campaign 
 

 This item is for information purposes to help keep up to date with the AoC’s 
campaign. 

 
14/19 Any Other Business 
20:03 

i) Dates of Corporation meetings scheduled to December 2019  
 
• 21 May 2019 (Strategic Planning & Training 
• 09 July 2019   
• 08 October 2019 (Strategic Planning & Training) 
• 05 November 2019 (Strategic Planning & Training) 
• 10 December 2019 

 
Staff, student members and observers withdrew from the meeting.    
 
 
14/19ii)  CONFIDENTIAL ITEM  
20:04    

a) To agree the confidential minutes (46/18iib) of the Corporation 
meeting held on 11 December 2018 

 
   RECORDED IN SEPARATE MINUTE 
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